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The smartphone in your pocket can easily be turned into a high-tech spy tool and counter-surveillance device to rival anything that Ian Fleming’s Q might have dreamt up. You can communicate secretly, browse the web anonymously, access the Deep Web and hidden networks, view banned content, download privately and continue using Twitter and Facebook if their services are ever blocked locally. Conversely, mobile devices are not secure unless you make them so. If somebody wants to know where you are at this precise moment, your smartphone will tell them “even if it is turned off. The push by the commercial world and more recently by law enforcement and surveillance agencies to monitor all we do has led to a counter-revolution. The Mobile Internet has evolved and so has its counter-surveillance tools. Rather like spies in a James Bond movie, mobile users have an array of digital tools to call upon, both to mask their identity and to provide real confidence that their correspondence, data and contacts are secure. There are smartphone apps that let you see in the dark or measure the height of a building. You can film and record without being rumbled; send emails, PMs and SMS that cannot be intercepted or read. You can even take over and control many public and private security cameras.

Conrad Jaeger writes the weekly blog Techtivist.com and is the author of “Deep Web Secrecy and Security also available on.
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The book is full of info, much of it about apps for the iPhone to access the deep web. The major problem is that the interface is like a very old DOS program and the deep web functions rather slowly because it is passed through so many servers. Also some of the site addresses seem no longer functioning. The recommended apps for secret communications are basically the same apps available for Windows a decade ago, though updated. I tried several of the night vision apps listed after searching on the Apple App Store, but none were truly effective. Overall, it provided much fun, some useful information about secret communication, and is a good starting point to learn about the deep web.

The book contains a lot of information, 98% of which I was already familiar with. I did, however, get a couple of useful ideas of how to use my HTC which I was not aware of. One of these ideas is how to turn your smartphone into a police/fire scanner. The cost of the book was worth this one idea.

Every page make want to click away to follow through with the instructions for the new sites listed. I'm so please I got this book. Immediately it made me make 3 major changes within my offie. Bravo Jeager! I can't wait to see what you have next:

I thoroughly loved reading this book and have reflected on it and reread components of the book quite a bit. This really started me on a new genre of reading and learning. It's a very short, fast read, however, it's definitely worth having if you're really not sure about what you can and can't do with your smartphone.

This covers a very technical subject in direct understandable English. The title, of course, is marketing at it's best. It is an eye opener for all. I recommend this tome for those with limited knowledge or those needing a reference that is simple and to the point.
Most of this info you can find it over the net, and some apps he recommend in the book are out of the store. More and better info is available in some android forums.

I'm new to this topic. I didn't "already know" most of this. From what I was able to determine, this topic doesn't require verbose treatment, but this kind of technology is constantly evolving, so regular updates are necessary. This book ably meets both requirements. While a primer, for most of us who just want to safeguard our liberties and stay protected, this book is all we need. At least until technological innovation presents new horizons and the inevitable threats that follow. Highly recommended.
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